1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

The Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) is an indicator that classifies the components of a road network according to the stress experienced by cyclists (P. G. [@b0095], [@b0210]). The original LTS indicator classifies every road segment in a range from 1 to 4 using decision trees ([@b0235]), based on 21 variables related to bicycle infrastructure, roadway size and layout, and intersection characteristics. The original four categories of LTS correspond to the road conditions tolerable to the four types of cyclists proposed by [@b0100]. Segments classified as LTS 1 are assumed to be comfortable for all types of cyclists while LTS 4 segments are suitable only for the most experienced cyclists; segments at intermediate levels of LTS are considered appropriate for cyclists with moderate experience. As the former group forms the majority of the population ([@b0055], [@b0060]), infrastructure interventions aimed at reducing stress and creating low-stress networks are crucial in creating the conditions under which modal share can increase.

Consequently, the LTS indicator has been used in various cities to identify and prioritize infrastructure interventions with the goal of creating an interconnected network of low-stress routes ([@b0010], [@b0020]. G. [@b0095], [@b0210], [@b0225], [@b0235], [@b0260], [@b0270], [@b0325], [@b0370]). The indicator can contribute to planning processes by: (1) approximating cycling safety conditions at a city level; (2) identifying missing links in the low-stress network; (3) evaluating the benefits of new infrastructure; and (4) prioritizing infrastructure investment to maximize impact and avoid wasteful spending.

Due to the economic, social, and cultural context in Latin America, the urban plans have produced a limited cycling infrastructure in some of the cities of the region ([@b0130]). Nevertheless, many Latin American cities have implemented innovative, equitable, and sustainable transportation policies that promote safe bicycling ([@b0285], [@b0290], [@b0295], [@b0290], [@b0295]). However, very few planning agencies have applied LTS or other stress prediction methodologies to improve planning practice; and academic studies are similarly scarce ([@b0345]). A major impediment to the adoption of LTS is that, although most of the criteria commonly used for classification (such as traffic volume and roadway width) may apply universally, the parameters and thresholds used in different contexts may not account for specific characteristics of Latin American cities and their road networks. Considering the great challenges in terms of cyclist safety faced by the cities in the region ([@b0030], [@b0155]), the potential of LTS-based data-informed tools to improve planning is not to be understated.

One of the greatest advantages of the LTS is its simplicity, based on a transparent decision tree approach in most of its implementations. However, LTS can be challenging to implement and interpret due to numerous segment-level variables necessary for the classification ([@b0145]). These challenges have motivated the development of alternative LTS classification methods that use fewer and more commonly-available variables ([@b0045]. [@b0090], [@b0200], [@b0220], [@b0245], [@b0255]). As a result, some of these modifications to the LTS methodology produce different LTS categories (i.e., LTS High, LTS Low) ([@b0220], [@b0255]), but more importantly, all these alternative LTS classification methods hardly produce the same results ([@b0145]). Thus, ways to classify the road network that reflect the potential stress experienced by cyclists is still an open discussion topic.

This paper presents a data-informed LTS-based road classification methodology that relies upon a clustering component combined with statistically calibrated models and readily available road network data. The clustering component presents a fast and efficient way to differentiate similar segments of the road network. The interpretative component accounts for LTS label assignment (to the road segments) taking into account the place-specific context. Our approach is city-wide scalable without requiring fieldwork to collect input data for the classification. We apply our LTS-based classification methodology in the road network of Bogotá (Colombia), introducing LTS categories *Low, Medium*, *High*, and *Extremely high,* consistent with the characteristics of this Latin American metropolis. Finally, we compare our LTS results with the cyclists' collisions reported in Bogotá during 2017; and find that our data-informed LTS-based road classification results are consistent with the literature that relates LTS to collisions.

This paper is organized as follows. [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} presents a literature review of different methodologies to calculate a wide variety of cycling-related metrics including LTS, as well as the common variables used in these methodologies. [Section 3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"} presents our data-informed LTS-based classification methodology. [Section 4](#s0040){ref-type="sec"} presents the case study of Bogotá, which illustrates the applicability of our methodology. Finally, [Section 5](#s0065){ref-type="sec"} concludes the paper and outlines ongoing and future work.

2. Literature review {#s0010}
====================

Planning strategies for improvements to cycling conditions can be divided into demand- and supply-based methodologies. A demand-based planning approach bases decisions on existing (and in some cases, potential) travel behavior, particularly through the study and quantification of trip flows from one area to another ([@b0190], [@b0310], [@b0320], [@b0350]). Such methodologies are useful to identify improvements to benefit the most cyclists by focusing on demand rather than road conditions. Nevertheless, these models cannot identify what improvements are necessary at specific sites ([@b0165], [@b0265], [@b0320]). Moreover, demand is not fixed, and likely depends on the road conditions faced by cyclists. For instance, several studies have argued that cyclists base their route choice decisions on the *level of stress* experienced on the road network ([@b0095], [@b0105], [@b0190]). A supply-based planning approach focuses on analyzing the conditions of the road network for cyclists, and generally prioritizes improvements where conditions are worst, leading to implementation of protected infrastructure along all major arterials and collectors ([@b0140], [@b0190], [@b0310]). Among supply-based models, the LTS indicator has been popularized, standing out for being based on a simple calculation with readily available data. Although supply-based planning methodologies differ in terms of their indicators' calculation approach, all of them identify a set of variables that can affect cyclists. Depending on the variables taken into account, supply-based methodologies can be classified into three main categories, focusing on: (i) road and traffic conditions, (ii) perceived factors, and (iii) physiological factors.

Methodologies based on road and traffic conditions classify each road segment (and in some cases, intersections) into different groups with similar characteristics based on selected variables. The Davis Bicycle Safety Index ([@b0050]) was one of the first systematic attempts to measure the operational conditions of roads for cyclists. It calculates the Roadway Segment Index (RSI) and the Intersection Evaluation Index (IEI) to produce the Bicycle Safety Index Rating (BSIR), based on relatively easy to measure road characteristics. [@b0330] were the first to focus on "stress" and created the Bicycle Stress Level (BSL) that categorizes each road segment into one of five levels of stress. [@b0190] calculated the Interaction Hazard Score (IHS), which identifies six categories for the level of service using existing road and traffic variables. LTS, introduced by [@b0210], identifies four categories of traffic stress based on threshold criteria of road characteristics, with the lowest performing criterion determining classification. [@b0200] calculated bicycle stress based on Marginal Rates of Substitution (MRS) for every road segment based on stress-creating and stress-reducing factors. In sum, the majority of the methodologies based on road and traffic conditions use precise and readily available data. However, many of these methodologies use subjective non-statistically calibrated decision criteria ([@b0185]).

In contrast, methodologies based on perceived factors use surveys and real-time perception of cyclists to identify different metrics for the road, such as: the stress generated, its level of service, or even its latent demand (in demand-based models). These perceptions are then matched to a specific set of variables present in each road. [@b0330] validated their BSL with a group of cyclists who rated segments based on the traffic conditions captured on videos. [@b0185] introduced the Bicycle Level of Service (BLOS), to consider a statistically calibrated model to describe the level of service of a road. It uses a mathematical function of human perception of stimuli, based on observations of a large group of cyclists, thus identifying stress factors and translating them to an index that is divided into six stress categories. Using a similar approach, [@b0140] constructed the Bicycle Compatibility Index (BCI). They showed videos of different segments to a group of cyclists and asked them how comfortable they would feel under those operational conditions. [@b0380] introduced the Bikeability Index, a mathematical equation that describes bikeability based on a survey, travel behavior studies, and focus groups. Finally, [@b0025] describe cyclists' comfort levels as a function of bicycle infrastructure with an ordinal logistic regression model. Methodologies in this branch relate qualitative data on perceived factors with road characteristics using statistical models. However, input data often require large surveys with diverse focus groups.

Finally, methodologies based on physiological factors use technology to measure biological responses to conditions experienced by cyclists. [@b0035] base their methodology on on-road measurements of physiological stress by means of the Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) of cyclists exposed to different traffic conditions. This methodology allows for a physiological measurement of stress on a previously determined route. A similar approach is used by [@b0015], who apply bio-physiological sensors and empirical data to measure stress on a previously determined route. However, physiological approaches can only identify conditions that affect cycling stress along the specific route measured, and it does not necessarily follow that those relationships hold in other environments, particularly where road conditions or social norms may be substantially different. In addition, the use of these approaches to calculate a bikeability index for an entire urban area to support planning policies may be time, cost, and human resource intensive, making such an index subject to the availability of funds and institutional capacity.

Without exception, the methodologies presented above were developed in places with specific characteristics that shaped the decision criteria in the stress or bikeability classification ([@b0100], [@b0210], [@b0380]). Some adaptations of these methodologies have been carried out for other cities with similar contexts ([@b0035], [@b0070], [@b0180], [@b0230], [@b0235], [@b0310]). Most of the LTS implementations that have appeared in the literature have been adapted to match place-specific characteristics from where they have been conceived. [@b0200] adapted the original LTS to match specific characteristics of Seattle, WA (US), due to the local agency-collected data they used. [@b0220] modified the original LTS classification outcome and introduced LTS 0, LTS 2.5, and LTS 5 categories to match the specific needs of the Montgomery County in Maryland (US). Modifications to the original LTS were also proposed by [@b0245] in Oregon (US) and by [@b0020] in Berkeley, CA (US). [@b0370] adapted LTS to compare its relationship with bicycle collisions in four cities in New Hampshire (US). [@b0260], [@b0325] used different LTS adaptations in Washington D.C. (US). Some other examples of LTS modifications are common ([@b0010], [@b0225], [@b0270]). These place-specific modifications to original LTS classification in the previous implementations are guided to match the characteristics of the cities where they have been applied, therefore, these modifications may not be applicable to other cities with a different economic, social, and cultural context.

On the other hand, other LTS implementations have been produced to overcome the place-specificity and generate a more general LTS. [@b0090] aimed to improve the LTS generalizability by producing its "2.0" version, using only six of the original 21 variables. In an effort to provide high-level analyses, [@b0045] partnered with The World Bank Group and presented an extreme simplification of traditional LTS, which they called "Surrogate LTS", using only four variables derived from a few tags in OpenStreetMap (OSM) ([@b0240]). Data for these tags is not complete in many cities, and the parameters and thresholds defined may not account for the characteristics of other cities. [@b0255] modified the original LTS classification using few variables and produced a two-level scale (low and high stress) that reflect the imprecision of their inputs. [@b0345] use an extreme simplification of LTS using only one variable retrieved from OSM labels. These general implementations of the LTS use very few variables that hardly capture the stress factors in multiple road networks in different contexts. Moreover, all of these implementations of LTS, both general and place-specific, hardly produce the same LTS classification. [@b0145] used seven of the most-well known LTS implementations ([@b0045]. [@b0090], [@b0200], [@b0210], [@b0220], [@b0245], [@b0255]) to classify the road networks of Portland, OR (US) and Austin, TX (US) obtaining a wide variety of LTS results. Therefore, it becomes unclear which of these adaptations of LTS reflect, if any of them can do so, the characteristics of cities with different economic, social, and cultural contexts.

Counter to the initial conception of LTS, which emphasized easily obtainable variables related to physical and traffic conditions, some variables used in the methodologies presented above may not be easy to obtain or calculate. Examples of such variables are trip purpose, commercial driveways per mile, location factors, road connectivity, bicycle-friendly roads, slope, mode sharing, bike commuting, uncontrolled vehicular access, cross traffic generation, vehicles turning into driveways, vehicles pulling in or out of parking, pavement factors, green and aquatic areas, route comfort, or route frequency ([@b0025], [@b0140], [@b0180], [@b0185], [@b0190], [@b0215], [@b0380]). On the other hand, some of the variables used in many of the methodologies presented above are of utmost importance in some contexts but may not be relevant in other cities due to cultural differences. For example, right-turn lanes are not common in most Latin American cities, while they are widespread in North America. Nevertheless, a small set of relevant variables commonly used in the methodologies previously reviewed are readily available in many countries. Among these variables are the road width, number of lanes, presence of cycling infrastructure, presence of heavy vehicles, traffic speed, and traffic volume ([@b0050], [@b0075], [@b0140], [@b0180], [@b0185], [@b0190], [@b0200], [@b0215], [@b0330]).

In summary, methodologies based on road and traffic conditions use precise and readily available data, but rely on subjective or non-replicable decision criteria to produce measures of stress. Methodologies based on perceived stress relate real cyclists' observations to road characteristics through robust statistical models, however, they require data that is usually difficult or costly to obtain. Finally, methodologies based on physiological stress effectively relate cycling conditions to actually-experienced stress but are expensive and may not be easy to extrapolate to determine stress conditions at a metropolitan level. All of these methodologies have been designed in urban contexts that reflect place-specific characteristics that are not necessarily the same for other cities. Finally, the proliferation of LTS adaptations that overcome both place-specificity or generality requirements produce different LTS classifications over the same road networks. In this paper, we respond to these gaps by proposing a data-informed LTS-based classification methodology that relies on a clustering component that uses statistically calibrated models with precise and readily available roadway data to differentiate segments in a road network; and an interpretative component that classifies similar segments under the LTS prism considering the place-specific context and using universal LTS-related criteria.

3. Methodology {#s0015}
==============

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} presents the flow of our data-informed LTS-based classification methodology for a given road network. At the top, the data layer relies heavily on GIS transformations and processing to build the set of segments and intersection variables of the road network required for the clustering component of the methodology. Following the calculation of the variables, we feed a cluster analysis with a representative subset of the network to classify segments with similar characteristics. In [Section 4.3](#s0055){ref-type="sec"} we present a statistical analysis of the results of our LTS-based classification methodology when using different representative subsets. With the results of the classifier, we train a multinomial logistic regression that predicts the likelihood of a (new) segment to belong to a given cluster. Having classified all the segments into different clusters, the interpretative component of the methodology assigns an LTS category to each cluster based on the available relevant statistics and the place-specific context. Finally, we classify intersections based on the LTS values of intersecting segments.Fig. 1General overview of the data-informed LTS-based classification methodology.

3.1. Road-network segment variables {#s0020}
-----------------------------------

We use eight variables considered as stress factors for cyclists to classify the road network segments into different clusters. These variables are present in most of the LTS methodologies reviewed in [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"}. Aside from being readily available and easy to calculate, the set of variables is comprehensive: three capture the physical factors of the road segments, one captures the traffic mix, and four capture the traffic conditions. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} presents the eight variables.Table 1Variables used in the LTS-based methodology.VariableFactorTypeRoadway widthPhysicalContinuousNumber of lanesPhysicalDiscretePresence of cycling infrastructurePhysicalCategoricalPresence of heavy vehiclesTraffic mixCategoricalVehicles\' speedTrafficContinuousTraffic densityTrafficContinuousTraffic flowTrafficContinuousCongestion indexTrafficContinuous

Here, we present a brief description of the eight variables, starting with the four variables that describe the road segments and their built environment:•***Roadway width** (*$w$*)*: Continuous variable that represents the width of a road segment, measured as the distance from one edge of the road to the other.•***Number of lanes** (*$l$*)*: Discrete variable that represents the number of single-vehicle lines of traffic in a given segment.•***Presence of cycling infrastructure** (*$b$*)*: This variable indicates the presence of cycling infrastructure along the road segment. It could be a categorical variable indicating the type of infrastructure present or, given data limitations, it could be a binary variable indicating the presence or absence of infrastructure.•***Presence of heavy vehicles** (*$h$*)*: Binary variable that indicates whether the local administration allows transit of heavy vehicles such as trucks or buses.

In the transportation planning literature, traffic is commonly explained by the relationship among four variables: speed, traffic density, traffic flow, and congestion ([@b0375]). To calculate all these variables for a specific road segment we used well-known formulas in the transportation planning field. These formulas rely on the average and free-flow traversing times $t$ and $t_{0}$, respectively. In [Section 4.1](#s0045){ref-type="sec"} we detail the data process conducted to obtain these times programmatically. The traffic variables follow:•***Vehicles' speed** (*$v$*)*: Continuous variable that denotes the average speed of motorized vehicles traversing a road segment. We obtained this variable by dividing the length of the road by its average traversing time.•***Traffic density** (*$k$*)*: Continuous variable that indicates the average number of vehicles in the road segment per unit length. Classic traffic density formulas in the traffic planning literature have been proposed by [@b0125], [@b0120], [@b0355], and [@b0065], among others. To calculate traffic density we use the Gaussian method ([@b0065]):$$k = k_{0}\left( {2\ln\left( \frac{v_{0}}{v} \right)} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}},$$where $k_{0}$ is the standstill traffic density, that is, the number of standstill vehicles in a roadway per unit length; and $v_{0}$ is the free-flow speed obtained with the free-flow traversing time $t_{0}$.•***Traffic flow** (*$q$*)*: Continuous variable that captures the number of vehicles traversing a road segment per time unit. To calculate this variable we use the universal traffic flow formula ([@b0340], chap. 7):$$q = kv$$where $k$ is traffic density and $v$ the vehicles' speed, described above.•***Congestion** (*$c$*)*: Continuous variable that describes the level of traffic congestion in a road segment. To calculate this variable, we use the congestion index, firstly proposed by [@b0280]. This index represents the average delay a regular vehicle experiences along the segment, compared against the time it takes to traverse the segment at free-flow. To calculate it we used the following formula:$$c = \frac{t - t_{0}}{t_{0}}$$

We use these eight variables as the input of a cluster analysis that identifies the groups of road segments with similar characteristics. Nevertheless, other factors may be included, depending on data availability or context.

3.2. Cluster analysis {#s0025}
---------------------

With cluster analysis we seek to find groupings of road segments based on the variables described in [Section 3.1](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}. Segments within a cluster should be both *similar* internally and different to those in different clusters. To illustrate this step of our methodology, let us consider the example shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, which plots road segments with two characteristics (i.e., variables). In this illustrative example, we can visually identify three clusters based on these two variables. Segments within a given cluster share similar traits and are different from those in the other two clusters.Fig. 2Cluster analysis intuition.

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} presents an overview of our cluster analysis that finds groups of road segments in higher dimensions (i.e., multiple variables). First, we normalize the variables. Then, we calculate a proximity matrix between every pair of road segments. At the core of our cluster analysis, we use a *K*-medoids algorithm ([@b0170]) that groups similar segments into *K* clusters which are represented by their corresponding *medoid* ([@b0080]).I.***Variables' normalization***: we normalize the variables of the road segments to avoid bias in the comparison process due to scale differences ([@b0195]). In particular, we use the z-scoring method to transform the continuous variables while keeping their original distributional form. We use this method to normalize the segments' width ($w$), number of lanes ($l$), vehicles speed ($v$), traffic density ($k$), traffic flow ($q$), and congestion index ($c$).II.***Proximity matrix***: the input for the *K*-medoids algorithm is a proximity matrix that determines the similarity between each pair of road segments ([@b0150]). We calculate this degree of similarity using Gower's distance, which is suitable under the presence of continuous and discrete variables ([@b0115]).III.***K-medoids algorithm***: this algorithm assigns all elements (i.e., road segments) to *K* clusters in such a way that it minimizes the distance between the medoid and each element within the cluster (see grey lines within clusters in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), while simultaneously maximizes the distance between pairs of clusters (see black lines between clusters in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) ([@b0175]). In particular, we use Partitioning Around Medoids (PAM) algorithm ([@b0170]) because: (i) it is known to be one of the most robust *K*-medoids algorithm ([@b0250]), and (ii) it works with continuous and discrete variables.IV.***Average silhouette***: we use the silhouette method ([@b0305]) to check if the segments within a cluster were correctly classified. It relies on the silhouette width, which is a measure that relates, for every road segment, the distance to the assigned cluster against the distance to the other clusters. Higher values indicate that the algorithm correctly classified the road segment.V.***Optimal number of clusters***: [@b0085] claims that the average silhouette precisely measures the classification strength of the resulting clusters, with higher average silhouette values showing better clustering results. Therefore, to define the optimal number of clusters, we iteratively increase the number of clusters and select the one that maximizes the average silhouette measure ([@b0365]). The optimal number of clusters might vary depending on the road network data available for the particular application.Fig. 3Cluster analysis overview.

3.3. Managing scalability {#s0030}
-------------------------

Given the sheer number of segments in a road network, the PAM algorithm demands significant computational resources and takes a long computational time to classify a whole city or geography ([@b0135]). In order to reduce the demanded resources and time requirements, we coupled the PAM algorithm with a multinomial logistic regression to predict the cluster classification of any segment in the original road network ([@b0160], [@b0335]).

[Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} presents a graphical example of the coupling process between PAM and the multinomial logistic regression. Instead of running the PAM algorithm over all the segments of the city-wide road network, we only use it to classify a representative subset. Depending on the case on hand, we define this subset based on relevant territorial, administrative, or political subdivisions of the road network. Then, we use the PAM algorithm to find the clusters and to classify the segments belonging to the subdivision. With the output of the PAM algorithm, we train the multinomial logistic regression to predict the likelihood of a segment to belong to the clusters found earlier by PAM. Based on the results of the multinomial logistic regression, we classify all segments of the road network efficiently.Fig. 4Coupling between the PAM algorithm and the multinomial logistic regression.

Aside from scaling the classifier, our approach allows us to predict the impact of changes in the input variables on a given segment's LTS classification, which may result from interventions in road conditions that may be planned or carried out. For instance, if a new street is built, the multinomial logistic regression can efficiently predict which cluster the new segment will belong to, given its expected characteristics (see [Section 3.1](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}). Or, consider a scenario where the city plans to intervene the road network, and would like to know how the planned changes would affect LTS. As these interventions may impact the characteristics of the segments, the multinomial logistic regression can easily predict changes to the level of stress of these segments.

3.4. Interpreting the clusters through the LTS prism {#s0035}
----------------------------------------------------

Segments classified with the same LTS category should have similar characteristics. Nevertheless, [@b0145] demonstrated that different LTS implementations classified segments in different categories. The clustering component of our LTS-based classification methodology efficiently groups similar segments into a single cluster. After having classified all segments in a cluster, we need to interpret the cluster composition through descriptive statistics, taking into account the context of the transportation system under study. That is the main purpose of the interpretative component of our methodology. To do so, we use the LTS prism: Higher values of the width ($w$), number of lanes ($l$), average speed $(v)$, traffic density ($k$), traffic flow ($q$), and congestion index ($c$) naturally imply a higher LTS. Similarly, a cluster with a larger fraction of segments with presence of heavy vehicles ($h$) also implies a higher LTS. On the contrary, a cluster with a large fraction of segments with cycling infrastructure ($b$), might imply a lower LTS ([@b0210]). Even though our cluster analysis supports the cluster formation, it is only through a keen eye, transportation expertise, multiple perspectives, and knowledge of the local context that we can assign proper LTS labels for the road network under study. Thus, analyzing the cluster results by way of an interdisciplinary focus group or panel discussion is necessary.

We treat intersections and segments as different components of the road network, because the average stress levels inflicted on bicyclists at intersections are higher than along segments ([@b0035]) and because delays at intersections are major deterrents of route choice ([@b0315]). If we were to follow a similar classification approach for intersections as proposed for segments, the output clusters for intersections would very likely not coincide with those for segments. For this reason, we consider the cyclist's perspective to classify intersections. We calculate the LTS at the intersection formed by two (or more) roadways by assigning the maximum LTS of the crossing segments.

4. Case study: Calculating the LTS for Bogotá (Colombia) {#s0040}
========================================================

In this section we present the results of our data-informed LTS-based classification methodology in the road network of Bogotá. This city is home to 7.4 million inhabitants and spreads over 380 km^2^ of urban area, which makes it a metropolis that is dense, congested, with high-dense streets, and chaotic. Most of the trips in Bogotá are reported to use public transport (45%) followed by the trips made by walking and biking (25%). In the last two decades, the trips made by biking have increased significantly. The Plan Bici of Bogotá, launched in 2016, aimed at transforming cycling into the main mode of transport ([@b0005]). The components of the Plan Bici included institution, promotion, culture, infrastructure, safety, environment, and health. Policies such as promotional strategies, recreational events like Bogotá's *Ciclovía* program, and implementation of protected cycling infrastructure networks are now part of the social and cultural environment of Bogotá; and have helped to increase the mode share for cycling from a mere 0.58% in 1996 to 4.5% in 2015 and perhaps as high as 9.1% in 2017 ([@b0300]).

With more than 540 km of bicycle infrastructure ([@b0005]), Bogotá has the most extensive bicycle infrastructure of all Latin American cities ([@b0285]). Nevertheless, despite Plan Bici's efforts, road conditions vary substantially across the city and parts of the bicycle network are disconnected or in need of repair, affecting cyclists safety, and perception of stress. For this reason, many cyclists still prefer to use dangerous roads to move quickly between destinations and road conditions remains a major impediment to cycling uptake. Assessing cycling conditions city-wide would help improve planning practice by identifying missing connections between low-stress zones, prioritzing infrastructure, and gauging improvements. Therefore, Bogotá would highly benefit from an effective LTS indicator to enhance planning strategies and increase modal share.

4.1. Variables {#s0045}
--------------

We retrieved raw GIS data from three different sources: OpenStreetMap (OSM) ([@b0240]), the local geospatial office IDECA ([@b0360]), and Google's distance matrix API (Google [@b0110]). From OSM, we retrieved the base (polyline) layer of the segments of Bogotá's road network. From IDECA's database we retrieved: (i) the (polygon) layer of road segments in Bogotá; (ii) the (polyline) layer of cycling infrastructure; and (iii) the (polyline) layer of bus routes of Bogotá's Integrated Public Transport System (SITP, by its Spanish acronym). Finally, we used Google's distance matrix API to retrieve the average and free-flow transit times for every road segment in Bogotá. To do so, we performed two queries per segment to the Google Servers. The first query retrieves the historical traversing time along the segment; and the second query retrieves the traversing time along the segment at 24:00 of Tuesday September 4, 2018, a proxy for the free-flow traversing time. At the end of this data retrieval process, we obtained data for 167,518 segments of the road network.

[Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the transformation process from the raw data to the input variables that feed the LTS models. To calculate the roadway width ($w$) and the number of lanes ($l$), we used the road segment layers from OSM and IDECA. We had to combine both sources of information and check for similarities. In case they were not similar, or missing values appeared in the polyline layer from OSM, we assigned the values stored in IDECA. To identify the presence of cycling infrastructure ($b$), we combined OSM's road segments layer and IDECA's cycling infrastructure layer. We used the presence of bus routes of Bogotá's SITP as a proxy of the presence of heavy vehicles ($h$). Thus, to calculate this variable, we combined OSM's road segments layer and IDECA's SITP bus routes layer. Therefore, we refer to this proxy variable as "Presence of public transport lines", as it captures the presence of heavy vehicles along the road segment. Furthermore, we combined OSM's road segments layer with Google API's results to compute the segments' average and free-flow transit times. With the segments' average transit times we calculated the vehicles' speed ($v$) along the segments. Having established these speeds, we computed the traffic density of every segment ([@b0065]). In turn, we used this variable to calculate the traffic flow ([@b0340], chapter 7). Finally, using the average and free-flow travel times, we calculated the congestion index ([@b0280]).Fig. 5Transforming raw data into input variables.

Many LTS implementations use a categorical variable for the type of cycling infrastructure. Nevertheless, we used a binary variable for such purpose because of data limitations. We combined the polyline layer of roadway segments from OSM with the polyline layer of cycling infrastructure from IDECA to retrieve this variable. There were 13 categories reported in IDECA that described the cycling infrastructure in a segment. Four of these categories described segments where vehicles and bicycles share the same road, representing no cycling infrastructure at all. These four categories represented \<5% of the segments reported with cycling infrastructure. The remaining 95% of the segments reported with cycling infrastructure were labeled with categories that describe segregated cycling infrastructure. In total, 98.52% of these segments were labeled with categories that described segregated cycling infrastructure by a physical barrier: exclusive lane in the road segregated by bollards, exclusive lane in the sidewalk, and exclusive lane segregated with physical barriers. Because almost 93% of all the segments reported with cycling infrastructure are segregated by a physical barrier, we only considered those segments to have cycling infrastructure. Thus, we decided to use a binary variable to indicate the presence or absence of cycling infrastructure along the segments of the road network.

[Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows the value of the eight variables for the streets in the eastern section of the *Ciudad Salitre* neighborhood in Bogotá. We chose this neighborhood because it presents a wide range of road types. For example, it is characterized by residential streets bounded by two major streets: *Avenida Carrera 68* and *Calle 26 -- Avenida El Dorado* (i.e., colored red and dark orange in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}e). It also features a major road that runs between *Carrera 50* to *Avenida Carrera 68*, through the middle of the neighborhood (*Calle 24* - *Avenida La Esperanza*). [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows that streets in the periphery of Ciudad Salitre tend to be wider, with more lanes, presence of public transport lines, presence of bicycle infrastructure (on Calle 26), and have more traffic flow. On the contrary, residential streets within the neighborhood tend to be narrower, without heavy vehicles or cycling infrastructure, low vehicle speed, and low traffic flow. From the visual results of our variables, we can see that streets with the most traffic density are those that connect residential streets with major streets.Fig. 6Visual display of input variables for the neighborhood of Ciudad Salitre.

4.2. Forming LTS clusters {#s0050}
-------------------------

Bogotá is divided into 20 administrative subdivisions called localities. One of the largest localities is *Usaquén*, which comprises an urban area of nearly 65.3 km^2^. We clustered the 12,887 segments in Usaquén using the PAM algorithm while maximizing the average silhouette width. [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"} shows the average silhouette as a function of the number of clusters. Note that four clusters seems to be the optimal number of clusters in Usaquén.Fig. 7Silhouette width of the PAM algorithm after clustering segments in the locality of Usaquén.

After classifying the segments in the locality of Usaquén with the PAM algorithm, we trained a multinomial logistic regression to predict the probability of a new segment belonging to each one of the four clusters. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} presents the p-values of the coefficients of the input variables over the log-odds of the classification of the road segments into each cluster with respect to Cluster 1 (base category). Most of the values were lower than 0.05 meaning that the variability of all the variables was effectively considered in the clustering, and that each feature significantly affects the likelihood of classifying a segment into a specific group. Significant coefficients imply that the average observed values of the independent variables differ between the considered cluster and Cluster 1. The p-value of the road width for Cluster 2 is not significant, meaning that Cluster 1 and Cluster 2 do not differ in the average values of road width, but do present significant differences in all the other variables.Table 2Results of the multinomial logistic regression: p-values of the variables' coefficients.VariableCluster 1Cluster 2Cluster 3Cluster 4Road widthBase category0.298\< 0.001\< 0.001Number of lanes\< 0.001\< 0.001\< 0.001Vehicles\' speed\< 0.001\< 0.001\< 0.001Traffic density\< 0.001\< 0.001\< 0.001Traffic flow\< 0.001\< 0.001\< 0.001Congestion\< 0.001\< 0.001\< 0.001Cycling infrastructure0.0210.0130.015Public transport lines0.0010.0010.001

Using the multinomial logistic regression, we estimated the probability of a road segment belonging to each one of the four clusters for all of the 167,518 segments in Bogotá; subsequently, we classified each segment into the cluster with the largest predicted probability. [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} presents the average predicted probability per cluster of the segments after being classified, along with the number of classified observations. Despite the sheer number of segments, the average probability of belonging to the assigned cluster is very high. As probabilities of belonging to the other (not classified) clusters were low, we show that the multinomial logistic regression has a low chance of misclassification due to ambiguity in the selection criteria. Simultaneously, even with the high predicted probabilities, the number of classified observations is evenly distributed along all the clusters, suggesting the model exhibits no bias towards a specific group.Table 3Average probability of belonging to the classified cluster and number of classified observations.Average probability of belonging to clusterCluster 1Cluster 2Cluster 3Cluster 4$n$**Assigned clusterCluster 1**[**1.000**]{.ul}0.0000.0000.00048,675**Cluster 2**0.000[**0.998**]{.ul}0.0020.00011,309**Cluster 3**0.0000.001[**0.990**]{.ul}0.00946,297**Cluster 4**0.0000.0000.007[**0.993**]{.ul}61,237$\sum$**167,518**

To assign the appropriate category of LTS to each of the four clusters, we analyzed the descriptive statistics of each cluster. [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} presents the summary statistics for the segments in each cluster, classified by the multinomial logistic regression. The first block of rows shows the number of segments and road kilometers. The second block of rows shows the mean and standard deviation for the continuous variables. The last block of rows presents the fraction of segments with (and without) these (categorical) attributes.Table 4Descriptive statistics for each cluster.MetricClusters3142Number of segments61,23746,29711,30948,675Kilometers per cluster2,670.191,906.63473.581,680.30**Numeric variablesMeanStd. dev.MeanStd. dev.MeanStd. dev.MeanStd. dev.**Road width (m)6.451.657.111.748.972.907.922.03Number of lanes1.960.211.950.332.310.832.070.50Vehicles speed (km/h)15.026.5117.167.4325.2711.3421.009.54Traffic density (cars/km)43.6634.98159.6647.29157.2052.01140.6061.96Traffic flow (cars/h)611.70568.432,633.701,127.973,844.001,922.412,862.001673.66Congestion0.040.040.410.260.420.260.360.27**Categorical variablesFrac.withFrac.withoutFrac.withFrac.withoutFrac.withFrac.withoutFrac.withFrac.without**Cycling infrastructure0.020.980.030.970.990.000.001.00Public transport lines0.001.000.001.000.890.121.000.00

[Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} shows the information from [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} in a radar plot, with each vertex of the radar plot representing one of the eight variables. Next to the variable name, we display the range for the average value (continuous variables) and average fraction (categorical variables).Fig. 8Radar plot with the average values of every variable per cluster.

From [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} we note that Cluster 3 shows the lowest average values (continuous variables), reflecting narrow streets, few lanes, low speed, low traffic density, low traffic flow, and low congestion. According to the literature, low values for these variables are related with lower LTS. The segments inside this cluster also show no presence of public transport lines and lack of cycling infrastructure. The lack of heavy vehicles is commonly associated in the literature with lower levels of LTS, while the lack of cycling infrastructure could reflect that these roads are generally low-stress environments and do not require cycling infrastructure. Cluster 1 presents the largest average values for traffic density and congestion, a clear symptom of gridlock. This is consistent with the average values for street width, number of lanes, speed, and traffic flow, which are not particularly high or low. Although very few segments count with cycling infrastructure, stressful factors such as the presence of heavy vehicles are remarkably low. Putting all of these together, and relative to Bogotá's traffic and infrastructure, a bicyclist traversing segments of Cluster 1 might experience relatively low LTS.

Clusters with variables indicating higher LTS included cluster 4 and cluster 2, which are characterized by large widths, multiple lanes, high speeds, and high traffic flow. Similarly, both clusters have a considerable fraction of segments with public transport lines. All these attributes are often associated with high levels of stress in the literature. Nevertheless, all segments inside Cluster 4 have presence of cycling infrastructure, whilst no segment in Cluster 2 does so. For this reason, we hypothesized that stressful factors in Cluster 4 could have been mitigated by the cycling infrastructure. However, stressful factors generated by traffic in Cluster 2, although not as high as those in Cluster 4, may not be relieved by any means yet.

Generally, a segment with cycling infrastructure is automatically classified as LTS 2, according to the threshold tables devised by experts ([@b0210]). Nevertheless, in Bogotá, a vast majority of the cycling infrastructure has been built along main avenues and BRT corridors, following the theory of supply-based infrastructure planning. Therefore, these roads are far from low-stress environments, and intersections can be particularly dangerous. Nonetheless, the presence of cycling infrastructure along roads in Cluster 4 should be taken into account in the analysis that follows.

We summarized our analysis in [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"} by using a semaphore palette, which shows from light green (not as stressful) to red (stressful) the values of the variables according to the literature. Thus, we assign the following LTS categories to the segments inside every cluster: *LTS Low* to segments inside Cluster 3; *LTS Medium* to Cluster 1; *LTS High* to Cluster 4; and *LTS Extremely high* to Cluster 2. We did not use the traditional approach of using LTS ranges from 1 to 4 because the classifications obtained for Bogotá may not be comparable to the classifications obtained with traditional LTS implementations. A segment classified as LTS Medium in Bogotá may not necessarily be associated with an LTS 2 segment following any of the available implementations of the methodology. For example, many of the segments classified as LTS Medium have low presence of cycling infrastructure, which would make them LTS 3 or 4 using traditional LTS classification; and many of the segments classified as LTS High have presence of cycling infrastructure, which would have make them LTS 2 using traditional LTS classification. Our classification ranging from LTS Low to Extremely high reflect the Bogotá-specific context, in which, due to economic factors, many cyclists need to tolerate higher stress factors and are willing to use the bicycle for their trips because, in many cases, biking is their only choice. For example, although many of the segments classified as LTS High have presence of cycling infrastructure, in reality, many cyclists even dare to use the vehicular road for their trips due to the condition of the cycling infrastructure or perceived safety, despite being exposed to more sources of stress, such as heavy vehicles and traffic speed.Table 5Assigning LTS labels to clusters. Semaphore colors shows stress from green (less stress) to red (high stress).![](fx1.gif)

Let us focus again on the neighborhood of Ciudad Salitre (see the input variables in [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}). [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}A shows the LTS classification for the road segments in Ciudad Salitre. Note how the peripheral arteries Carrera Avenida 68 and Calle 26 -- Avenida El Dorado, and the central avenue Calle 24 -- Avenida La Esperanza, are labeled LTS *High* and LTS *Extremely high*, depending on the presence of cycling infrastructure. The residential streets within Ciudad Salitre are labeled LTS *Low* or *Medium*, with the streets that connect residential areas with main arteries all at LTS *Medium*. After classifying all segments in their proper LTS category, we calculate the LTS at intersections. [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}B shows the segments in blue and the intersections as colored dots, with the color of the dot representing the LTS category at the intersection.Fig. 9LTS intersection classification in Ciudad Salitre.

4.3. How robust is our LTS classifier? {#s0055}
--------------------------------------

Using different representative subsets of the road network to produce the clusters of segments could yield different LTS classifications. To check for the robustness of our data-informed LTS-based classification methodology we conducted a series of Mantel tests ([@b0205]) to compare the correspondence of the LTS results for the segments in a *given locality* arising from two different classifiers: (i) the unsupervised PAM results over the segments of the *given locality*; and (ii) the multinomial logistic regression predictions trained with the classified segments over a *different locality*. For this experiment, we selected three of the largest localities in Bogotá: Usaquén, *Suba*, and *Kennedy*. For the multinomial logistic regression, we trained two models using the segments from different localities. For example, if we are testing the classifiers for Usaquén, we train two multinomial logistic regression models: one with the segments of Suba, and the other with the segments of Kennedy. We applied one Mantel test per locality to compare each pair of LTS classifiers. [Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"} shows the results of the Mantel tests for each LTS category. According to these results we conclude that the LTS results from each pair of classifiers (PAM vs. multinomial logistic regression) are not statistically different.Table 6Results of the pairwise comparison of LTS classifiers by the Mantel tests (p-values).Segments inLTS using PAM algorithm classificationLTS using the multinomial logistic regression trained by the PAM algorithm over the segments inUsaquénSubaKennedyUsaquénLTS Low--0.4010.709LTS Medium--0.2570.912LTS High--0.9120.559LTS Extremely high--0.2570.709SubaLTS Low0.257--0.401LTS Medium0.401--0.401LTS High0.146--0.559LTS Extremely high0.709--0.912KennedyLTS Low0.8290.257--LTS Medium0.5590.146--LTS High0.8290.829--LTS Extremely high0.4010.912--

Our experiment shows that, by taking as benchmark the PAM classifier, we are able to predict with the multinomial logistic regression the right LTS segment classification by using classified segments (by PAM) from other locality. This might indicate that the segment variables inside any representative locality are good predictors for the LTS classification of other locality. Since these localities are the largest in Bogotá, they comprise a wide set of diverse road segments, making them a good source to predict the right LTS for the whole road network. Hence, our data-informed LTS-based classification methodology is not only scalable but proves to be robust for the case study in Bogotá.

4.4. Relation of LTS and bicycle collisions {#s0060}
-------------------------------------------

[@b0040] studied the correlation of LTS with reported bicycle crash locations for four cities in New Hampshire (US). Their results show some geospatial correlation between higher LTS segments and bicycle collisions. Similarly, we analyzed the results of our LTS classification against the fatal and non-fatal bicyclist collisions that occurred in Bogotá during 2017.

We obtained data of collisions involving cyclists from two sources: (i) official registries of the Road Accidents Report by Bogotá's Police Department, managed by Bogotá's District Mobility Secretariat (SDM); and (ii) a World Resources Institute (WRI) independent road accident report based on SDM's publicly available information. For 2017 in Bogotá, we obtained reports of 1,427 non-fatal collisions and 54 fatal collisions in the 19 urban localities that comprise the city. We geocoded each event and counted the number of fatal and non-fatal collisions in every LTS category in Bogotá. Although standardizing these collisions by exposure of cyclists is the best-practice in this kind of analyses, we did not have data on the number of cyclists that use every segment of the road network. For this reason, we standardized these collision counts by the number of road kilometers of every LTS category. [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} presents the mean, standard deviation, and 95% half width of these standardized counts. [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"} presents the box plots and the 95% confidence intervals of the standardized collisions counts.Table 7Standardized collisions per kilometer of LTS.Non-fatal collisions / kilometerFatal collisions / kilometerLTS LowLTS MediumLTS HighLTS Extremely HighLTS LowLTS MediumLTS HighLTS Extremely HighMean0.015050.094480.484360.504310.000940.001260.010600.02636Standard deviation0.017930.047180.355760.244920.002930.003110.019070.02329Half width (95%)0.008640.022740.171470.118050.001410.001500.009190.01122Localities (data points)1919191919191919Fig. 10Confidence intervals of the number of injuries per kilometer of LTS.

From [Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 10](#f0050){ref-type="fig"}, we conclude that the number of non-fatal collisions per kilometer is higher on road segments classified as LTS High and Extremely high, than on road segments classified as LTS Low and Medium (at a 95% confidence level). Although there is no statistical difference between the number of non-fatal collisions at LTS High and Extremely high, the pattern of this number of collisions is higher than in segments classified as LTS Medium. In addition, the number of non-fatal collisions on LTS Medium segments is larger than those in roads classified as LTS Low. Regarding the number of fatal collisions per kilometer in Bogotá, this standardized count of collisions is higher at LTS Extremely high than at LTS Medium and LTS Low. In summary, these results are consistent with those reported by [@b0040]**,** as the number of fatal and non-fatal collisions per kilometer in Bogotá is statistically higher on segments labelled with higher LTS, compared to those classified as lower LTS segments.

5. Conclusions {#s0065}
==============

In this paper, we presented a data-informed LTS-based classification methodology using readily available road network data. Our methodology involves four steps: (i) select and calculate the variables that describe the segments in the road network; (ii) calculate clusters of segments in a representative area of the road network; (iii) train a (fast) classifier and use it to assign all the segments of the city-wide road network into one of the clusters found in (ii); and (iv) assign an LTS category to each cluster based on the attributes.

Our methodology supports policymaking on at least four fronts. First, it provides planners with a context-sensitive and adaptable LTS-based classification, based on a data-informed methodology, which can form a powerful diagnostic tool for cycling network planning. Second, by using a clustering method based on physical and functional information of the road network, it avoids difficult classification decisions. Third, it allows planners to efficiently predict the impact of planned interventions on the LTS-based classification of the affected roads, according to the expected change in the input variables that describe the road network. Fourth, by grouping the intersections based on the levels obtained in the segments, yet without combining them into a single metric (which is often the case in the literature), the methodology provides an additional perspective on the stress distribution in the city. Finally, it allows for easy revision and adjustments due to the relative efficiency of the methodology.

The results of our LTS-based classification methodology produced four clusters of segments. We labeled these clusters of segments introducing LTS categories *Low*, *Medium*, *High*, and *Extremely high* that reflect the specific context of Bogotá and differentiate this LTS classification results from possible outcomes of traditional LTS implementations. A major consideration is that, despite having cycling infrastructure, segments classified as LTS High have other sources of stress such as presence of heavy vehicles or high vehicles' speed. This is especially relevant in Bogotá's context since some cyclist use the vehicular road for their travels regardless the presence of cycling infrastructure or its condition.

We assessed the robustness of our data-informed LTS-based classification methodology. We conducted a series of Mantel tests that showed that the four groups of segments accurately describe Bogotá's road network in terms of the stress experienced by cyclists. Furthermore, to validate our methodology, we tallied the reported bicycle collisions in Bogotá during 2017 in each of the LTS clusters. We standardized these collision counts with the number of kilometers per LTS category at a city level. We found that there are statistically more collisions per kilometer on roads with high stress than on those with lower stress, which is consistent with the literature.

Specifically, our results support the claim that the cycling infrastructure in Bogotá has been built according to a supply-based planning method, with many major arterials and collectors featuring cycling infrastructure. However, as the collision data show, the presence of infrastructure does not mean cycling conditions along these roads are safer (though the number of cyclists should be taken into account). Moreover, despite the presence of cycling infrastructure along many arterials, the cycling network is not complete, and cyclists face high-stress conditions in many areas of the city. The cycling infrastructure may have decreased the stress of the road, but our analysis cannot assert this.

This LTS analysis will allow planners to develop new strategies and interventions to generate an interconnected low-stress network in Bogotá and a potential safer built-environment for cyclists. We expect that this methodology, although developed for Bogotá, could be applied successfully in other cities such as those included in the SALURBAL study ([@b0275]). This LTS analysis could serve as an example to other cities willing to (1) improve cycling safety conditions; (2) improve connectivity of the cycling network by identifying missing infrastructure or lack of low-stress conditions; (3) analyze the impact of new infrastructure on cyclists; (4) prioritize infrastructure investment to areas with most potential for improvement; (5) consider alternative interventions, such as traffic calming and filtering; and (6) optimize public spending.
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